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Agency

“Okay. So this is the viewing room. This is where we view the life-book of the embryo and determine the  

life of the agent.”

“You say it as if it’s so casual, like it’s just an every-day thing. I find that funny.”

“After you’ve been in the business for some time, life-books become a bit less taboo. When I first came  

as an intern to Life Hub I, I responded just as you did; acted like this was such a big deal. And it is. I won’t deny  

that. But we’re like soldiers; we grow desensitized over time.”

“I’m sure.”

“Anyway, we view the agent’s life book before we publish it. We also make any modifications that are  

necessary, such as inserting points of deviation, seeking out possible future undocumented agents that require a  

point of deviation, determine whether the agent will be a free agent that will enter the local AMF on his planet,  

and when the agent will die, so that we may adjust resources accordingly.”

“Agents are people, right?”

“...you are Junior-level in school, right? I’d think that would be one of the first things they taught you at  

Knowledge Hub II before sending you here as an intern.”

“I did learn. I’m just not used to talking about people in such a way; reading the death date and such.”

“That’s partially why we call them ‘agents’.”

I sat alone on one of the benches in the gymnasium, sipping punch. All around, the other lucky students 

who had just graduated from their twentieth year in secondary school pranced and leaped with the music, 

giggling with their partners as they danced together. They did their best to converse with each other in the 

energetic atmosphere, speaking loud enough to be heard over their neighbors and their own heavy breathing as 

they popped up and down. Quite a feat, actually, dancing with all that vigor and being able to talk at the same 

time. I myself, being a shy guy, was one of the wall flowers, sitting along the edge of the boiling, jubilant crowd; 

a byproduct pushed to the edge of the pot as the other chemicals reacted and oozed and churned on their own. I 



had always been one of the byproducts of the school, really, almost since I entered secondary school. I was 

hoping that maybe I could meet with another byproduct, or perhaps one of the chemicals, to have our own 

reaction. Not tonight, it seemed.

I took another sip, wondering why I was at this dance anyway. I could be on a ship headed for Knowledge Hub 

VI, preparing for a life in the galaxy; the universe, for that matter. I’d probably fit in the Knowledge Hub more, 

anyway. So why was I here?

“Hey, Illome!” I turned my head. One of the guys from human biology was headed full speed towards 

me. I faked a smile and firm hand shake when I really couldn’t care less. “How you doing, man?” he asked.

I sighed clearly and deliberately. “Bored, man. Really bored. I’ve been on this bench drinking punch all 

night.”

He smiled and nodded his head in acknowledgment. “Why don’t you dance?”

I made a face and shook my head in exaggerated frustration. “Don’t have a date.”

“What, a good-looking guy like you?” He looked genuinely surprised. I myself had to admit that for a 

nerd I was a good-looking nerd, and indulged in my reflection in the mirror on occasion. Nonetheless, I knew 

that looks didn’t compensate for my shy nature, something that this jock couldn’t quite understand.

He waved it off. “You’ll get a date. I know you will in time for the final dance; you know, the slow 

one?”

I laughed. “What? Have you read my book or something?”

He chuckled uncomfortably. No one liked to be reminded of life-books. The idea that one’s life has 

already been predicted and that one had no true free will was a real conundrum for most. A little more deflated, 

he said, “You’ll dance because I’ll make sure of it.” And with a wave, he left.

I resumed my spot on the bench, leg over knee and watching the crowd. I continued to sit there 

throughout the night, a good three hours, doing nothing but thinking about what it would be like on Knowledge 

Hub VI, along with many other of life’s problems; getting the spaceship ticket, leaving my family for a good 

fifty years, quite possibly never seeing any of my friends again; or, at least, not for the next fifty years. Pleasant.

It was time for the last dance, and sure enough, that guy was back, but this time with a brunette walking 

with him, his arm wrapped around her shoulder. “I told you I’d find a date for you to dance with.” While not a 



supermodel, she certainly fit my profile for attractive.

She giggled and nervously stepped forward. “Hi,” she said, followed with a  giggle. “I’m Maretti.”

“Uh,” I glanced around nervously, “I’m...Ilyer?”

The guy from human biology laughed. “Now I want to see you two dance. I’m coming back after this to 

see you two together. If you aren’t...” He made a menacing fist. We laughed, and as he walked off, Maretti and I 

looked at each other, shrugged uncomfortably, and took each other’s shoulders.

“Now this is important. Rarely do we insert points of deviation. Knowing when a point of deviation is  

needed is most of what this job consists of.”

“Okay. It sounds like you’re looking for a place to put one.”

“Well, one of the times when you insert a point of deviation is when the agent is going to procreate an  

undocumented agent. That, of course, always involves a partner who the agent would be sexually active with.”

“I see.”

“The Viewer has just marked an important partner for this agent. So we need to look closely. Notice how  

the partner’s ID number is always highlighted in pink?”

“Yes, uh...Jarv-D11-99458.”

“She first appears when the agent is an adolescent, 29 standard years old. After that, she appears  

frequently, with increasing frequency as the agent’s life progresses.”

“It appears that he’s going to marry her.”

“That’s the typical pattern, yes.”

Not going to Knowledge Hub VI for post-secondary education may have been the best decision I have 

ever made. Maretti and I, after that dance, were close. I won’t say it had been love at first sight. Rather, we 

danced and talked; quite uncharacteristic of me, really. But talking never felt so good. Never did it feel so loose. 

Once we broke the ice, we might as well have stopped dancing and kept talking. In fact, that was what happened 

at the end of the dance. We weren’t done with each other. Nothing got out of hand, of course; I wasn’t that bold. 

But as we zipped in my ‘craft to a drive-through restaurant, we just kept talking.



We both were similar people; sort of shy and reserved--to our friends’ shock, considering that we both 

were considered to be good looking. We were both more introspective than extroverted, but felt like all that it 

took to get us talking was for someone to free us. And we thoroughly enjoyed each other’s company.

Within two weeks, we were considered boyfriend and girlfriend. I stayed on Jarvis, missing the rocket 

out to spend an afternoon at a grav-leap. I went to school at one of the Jarvis universities, learning to become a 

simple electrician. I was still in school when I proposed to Maretti atop of the tall, elegant Jarvis Governmental 

Building, two years after we met. She quivered with delight while she said yes.

“Now we need to find all instances of impregnation. The moment we find an impregnation that is not  

registered while in the embryonic stage, we have an undocumented agent.”

“It’s kind of troubling how we poke around in people’s personal lives like this.”

“You’ll get over it.”

“I hope I don’t. What would that say about me?”

“You know, I don’t understand why you’re studying this if you have such issues with it.”

“It’s complicated, but it ultimately comes down to: one, a fascination with human nature, and two,  

wanting to be a free agent.”

“Being a free agent isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Truth is, you’re not really free at all. You’re just more  

free than most. Your book changes to account for knowledge recursives and other factors from knowing the  

content of the life-books, plus altering those books with points of deviation and such. But you still follow the  

natural laws. It’s just not recorded as well.”

“I went to school, you know. I know all about this stuff.”

“Then why are you still here?”

“I never said I enjoyed it.”

“Wait a second...what do we have here?”

“What is it?”

“It’s impregnation. Now we really have to hunt. If the book doesn’t say that the child will be registered,  

we need to insert a point of deviation.”



“Why such the big deal?”

“Well, one: if we allow one undocumented agent into the universe, all life-books are invalidated. The  

undocumented agent can go and change everything. Two: a point of deviation actually requires action. So the  

AMF will go in and instigate the deviation.”

“I’m not familiar with how the AMF does that.”

“I think I have an idea. I’ve seen so many books changed when we insert a point of deviation involving  

the AMF, I’ve gotten a clue.”

“How do the books turn out?”

“Not the best, to put it lightly.”

One thing I find disturbing is that my life-book details everything, even predicting who I will marry and 

how that marriage will turn out. That’s already been predetermined for me; not by some external power, but by 

the force of my mental processes, genetics, and environment, all constituting my free will. Not to mention that 

I’m not allowed to look at my own life-book, since the moment I read it, the book is invalidated; a “knowledge 

recursive”, I’ve heard it called by scientists on the Galactic News Network. But I, along with practically every 

other human being, have grown accustomed to the idea.

Nonetheless, in the moment of groom nervousness as I stood at the alter in a Galago-Christian cathedral, 

and as the priest in white stood with the Galactic Bible in his hands, I yearned to read my book, just to know 

what this marriage would face in the future, and how my life with Maretti would turn out. My heart was 

pounding with the synergistic energies of excitement and fear.

The music started, supposedly the same music that had been played in the first few millenia of the 

ancient planet Earth, long ago consumed by its aging sun, Sol. And on the other end of the sanctuary was 

Maretti, in the traditional white bridal gown. The more modern weddings for the wealthy were far more 

theatrical and complicated, with the bride and groom as actors in a gravityless choreographed dance in a grand 

auditorium. But this would do for me. The sight of my future wife made me weightless.

The ceremony went as planned, executed to perfection, as it had been since the pre-galactic era. The 

tender touch of my wife’s lips against mine convinced me that the marriage, along with the rest of my life, would 



be satisfying. I didn’t need to read my life-book to know that.

The ceremony ended, and we were now Mr. and Mrs. Illome. Our reception was marvelous, but ended 

quickly. My wife and I had to get to bed early, if we were to make the starship in time to take off to the luxury 

world Visitro for our honeymoon. And besides, we weren’t going to spend all that time sleeping...

“The Viewer does not give an ID number to the new agent created by the impregnation. We have  

ourselves an undocumented agent.”

“So...you have to insert a point of deviation?”

“Yes. And in this case, it’s going to be through the AMF.”

“I see. And you just write it in?”

“Well, it’s a little more intuitive than that. There’s a script for inserting a point of deviation that the  

program uses. Plus I have to decide where the point of deviation will occur, which requires synchronizing with  

the AMF and their agents. That’s what the script is for. I just have to run it.”

“Okay.”

“So...let’s see...here’s the script...just enter the properties...we’ll stick it right here...and...huh.”

“Why the ‘huh’?”

“This is one of the most difficult parts of the job. Seeing the results of a point of deviation.”

“Why? What happened?”

“It seems that this point of deviation has violent action in it.”

“Violence? Is anyone hurt?”

“Yes. The book’s length has dropped dramatically. This point of deviation is going to kill the agent.”

We were waiting in the spaceport terminal the next day. Maretti and I held hands, gazing into each 

other’s eyes, as many newlyweds do. So what if it was way too early in the morning? We enjoyed the company.

“Flight 2032 to Visitro, please begin loading,” the female voice over the loudspeaker said. We grabbed 

our bags and headed to the terminal entrance. The crowd jostled and fell through the entrance like marbles 

through a drain. Nonetheless, with hands locked, we were able to stay together.



But at the entrance, two men in white and blue uniforms stopped us, and pulled us out of the crowd. I 

knew who they were. They were AMF officers. Something was horribly wrong, no question about that. My heart 

began to race. I felt adrenaline through my body. AMF encounters typically never go well, I heard.

“Mr. and Mrs. Illome?” one of the officers asked.

“Yes. What’s going on, officer?” I demanded.

The officer, without looking, said in his emotionless manner, “Undocumented agents are not to be 

permitted.”

“Undocumented agent?” Maretti asked, in a voice as intense as my own. “You must be mistaken. I’m not 

pregnant.”

“Yes, you are.”

“How do you know?” I asked.

“We know these things. Your wife is to come with us, to Life Hub XII.”

“And what about me?” I demanded.

“Your wife will be returned to you safely.”

Maretti and I exchanged desperate glances. We knew better. Maretti would be in processing on Jarvis for 

months before being sent to a planet containing twelve billion souls from planets across the galaxy--only 100 

million of whom permanent residents--controlled by a bureaucracy of such an astonishing size and complexity 

that there were infinite places where something could go wrong. Unless one went privately, the risk of being 

routed to the wrong planet was not one that Maretti and I wanted to face. We might not see each other for 

decades, if we ever saw each other again at all.

Beginning to quake, I told the officer, “We’ll get an appointment to a life hub on our own.”

“That is against regulations,” the other officer said. “All undocumented agents are to be handled by the 

Agency Moderation Force.”

“We’ll cancel our honeymoon. We’ll go right away,” Maretti pleaded.

“Sorry, but it’s not allowed. You are to come with us.”

“Kill him? How?”



“The Viewer says that the agent will react aggressively to the AMF officers, resulting in the officers  

using forceful action. The action turns out to be fatal, even though the officer does his best to not mortally  

wound the agent.”

“That’s terrible!”

“Quite unfortunate, yes.”

“‘Quite unfortunate’? It’s devastating! Isn’t there another way?”

“No, there is no other way.”

“We can’t just send a man to his death with the push of a button and the run of a script! It’s unethical!  

It’s wrong! No better than murder.”

“It’s the law. As unfortunate as it may seem...”

“‘Seem’?”

“...we cannot allow undocumented agents into the galaxy. If we do, all the books on every person in  

existence, all the countless octillions of pages we have generated, are worthless. This is a science. You may be  

revolted now, but realize that trillions of humans across the galaxy are dying every hour. That’s of natural causes  

and accidents! Before, we had no power to stop the birth of a murderer. Now, with the documentation of every  

agent, we can predict a life of crime before birth and abort it. The universe is safer now. How do we know that  

the agent will not parent a mass murderer? We don’t know, not unless we document the agent. The loss may seem  

large now, but consider this in perspective.”

“You’re not justifying killing him. You’re justifying documenting agents. As revolted as I am by the idea  

of predetermining people’s lives, even I see the reasoning behind it. I don’t like it, but I see it. But does that  

justify killing a man?”

“There’s no other way.”

“How do you know? After all, the agent’s life is determined by both his environment and his genetics.  

Couldn’t we alter one or another and possibly change the course of his life so that he doesn’t die?”

“The parent of this agent will not agree to being placed in another environment, and we cannot reveal  

the contents of the life-books. And as for genetic modification...don’t you remember what you learned in your  

galactic history class? The Gene Wars? Galaxy-wide revolution for genetic altering and discrimination? Utter  



enslavement of massive populations because of genetic engineering? Genetic modification is illegal, and for  

good reason. We cannot do that.”

“This is an extreme case. We’re not creating slave populations. We’re giving life to a person, a better  

life. A longer life. And if we’re going to talk about enslavement, wouldn’t allowing this one to die, in fact forcing  

him to die, for the betterment of the rest of society be no better than enslavement? You warn about enslaving  

people through genetics, but what about freeing people with genetics?”

“What about those who have had to die because of their genetics for the exact same reason as this  

agent? They were ‘enslaved’ by their genetics too. Why don’t we save them? What makes this agent any better?  

Because you’ve seen him? If you save one agent, you have to be fair to all the others. And what would the galaxy  

be then?”

“Maybe a better place?”

“No it wouldn’t. Wait...hold on...”

“What was that?”

“My pager. I’m needed by administration. Looks like it will be a while. Uh...hmm...I think we’re done  

here.”

“Done? You can’t leave this hanging like that.”

“I told you, we have no choice. And I have to go. I want you to wrap up: publish and close the book. I  

have to go.”

“Yes, sir.”

“And don’t pull anything screwy. Leave that book as it is. If we find you did something illegal, there will  

be serious consequences. Very serious.”

“...yes, sir.”

I watched as my options narrowed slowly, and each became a more and more desperate measure. The 

AMF officers began to turn away, my wife between them, her gazing longingly at me with what was either 

desperation or perhaps getting all she could from her last look. Soon, I realized that there was only one way to 

possibly rescue her, even though it could mean my end. The two officers were bigger, stronger, and armed. But 



perhaps I could muster enough strength to free her, and then we could make a run, hide away somewhere safe 

from the AMF and all the forces of the galaxy. The fear of loss seemed to override my sense of self-preservation. 

I was a loaded gun, ready to fire.

But for some reason, I just couldn’t pull the trigger. The officers took two steps in unison with my wife, 

then four, then six, and I told myself I would do it the next step they took. But I couldn’t. My feet were planted 

where I was.

Then rationality returned. What would sacrificing myself in an attempt to save her do? Would it make 

her happy? At least now, there was a one in three trillion chance we meet again. If I died, the odds were zero. 

What would it do to her to watch as her husband was killed in his last act of desperation? Was my fear selfish?

I knew I couldn’t act out. It would not be worth it. Instead, I began to run after them, not in aggression, 

but in chase, to remain in earshot. “Maretti!” I cried.

“Ilyer!” she replied.

“We’ll see each other again! I promise! I love you!”

They turned the corner, and “I love you too” echoed numbly before she was gone. I slouched down in 

the terminal, in the middle of the surrounding crowd who I hadn’t noticed till now. All alone, I wailed.

“So you had to go and do it.”

“Do what?”

“I checked on the life-book of that agent earlier today, to see whether you followed my instructions...”

“I didn’t modify his book, I swear.”

“And his genetics? You should know that the genetic analyzer in the viewing room has a record of all  

commands administered to it. You modified his genes and made him a titch less aggressive, and ran a new  

bookmaking script before the agent’s parent was shipped out. That’s against the law, you know.”

“I know.”

“Then you deserve what’s coming to you.”

“I see you chose to escort the police yourself. Wanted to see me fall or something?”

“Maybe, maybe not.”



“But before I’m arrested, I have to ask something. You knew very well that I would do something to  

ensure he wasn’t killed, didn’t you.”

“...yes, I did.”

“So why did you leave me alone?”

“...Because I wanted you to do it. I wasn’t genetically disposed to have the balls to do what you did  

myself.”

“And I get to pay the price?”

“Well, it’s not like I forced you or anything. You made the decision yourself.”

“Did I really?”

“More or less.”


